[Impact of stress on plasticity of brain structures and development of chosen psychiatric disorders].
The emotional state of human being may lead to sustained changes in structure of central nervous system. That is why the role of stress in pathogenesis of mental diseases becomes so important. Stress in its wild meaning, not only has an influence on neurotransmitting in central nervous system, but also through varied neuroendocrine and immunological mechanisms takes effect in permanent brain changes. Changes in stress regulating mechanisms as well as activating cooperating neurotransmitters seem to play fundamental role in pathogenesis of particular mental disorders. Lately, authors pay special attention to the role of trauma in development of psychosis. Many researchers underline the role of PTSD in decreasing hippocampus capacity. Oversecretion of cortisol being result of severe stress seems to be the hypothesis explaining decreased hippocampus capacity through initiating neurodegenerative processes. Awareness of negative effects of stress should result in undertaking prevention as well as appropriate therapeutic approach among people exposed to stress.